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Editor’s Comments
Mike Weber sent me an article last month from the
Detroit Free Press giving an update on the Michigan Central Train Station in Corktown, MI. You may recall that I
did an in-depth article about this subject last July 2018.
This was about the time Ford was considering purchasing
this property.
The article stated that progress is slow but progress is
being made. The estimated completion date is now late
2021 or early 2022. This could be a great overnight trip for
CRRC when it is completed.
This issue once again contains some great articles. This
includes part 2 of Jim Mixter’s Canadian Moonlighters trip,
a report by Pam Simpson Moleski on the 2019 Cincinnati
Model Train and Trade Show and an article by Dave
Michaels on the Trans-Maumee Rail Trip.
There is also an article by Randy Krumm which highlights his nearly four-year stint on the CRRC board. The
number one topic was and still is Tower A. He indicates
that a lot was accomplished during this period, even with
the problems with Tower A.
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There are a lot of good programs coming up next year.
If you haven’t been to one recently, you might want to consider joining us.
If you have any ideas for future trips please let Randy
Krumm know.

lock
Jack C
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Cincinnati Railroad Club News
December 6, 2019
By Randy Krumm

PROGRAMS AT FUTURE MEETINGS
January 9th (2nd Thu) Chesapeake Ohio & Southwestern Railroad. A link in C P Huntington's plan to build a
transcontinental railroad. CO&SW ran between Louisville, Kentucky and Memphis, Tennessee via Paducah, Kentucky. It later became the Illinois Central line in Kentucky and
today is Paducah & Louisville track. The Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad (later railway)
was not supposed to end at Louisville, Kentucky, but at Memphis, Tennessee. Presenter:
Charles Bogart
February 6th

Steam Movies from the 70s – Digitized! Presenter: Roy Hord

March 5th
Railroads.

Presenter:

Cincinnati’s “Eastern Railroads”: The Indiana Eastern and Cincinnati Eastern
This is an east side and west side show. Cincinnati Eastern Railroad (CCET) operated on
part of the old Norfolk & Western Peavine line from Cincinnati to Portsmouth, OH. The
Indiana Eastern operates on former Chesapeake & Ohio Railway rails from Richmond, IN
to Fernald, OH.
David Rohdenburg, RR photographer and Trains Magazine contributor

April 2nd

Texas & Virginia in the 70s & 80s. Presenter: Jim Mixter

May 7th

EL, PC, Conrail, Lehigh and More! Presenter: Dave Michaels

June 4th

Cincinnati New & Old. Presenter: Chris Mayhew

TRIPS & EVENTS
It’s time to plan trips for 2020, so we would like YOUR input. Do you have an idea for a trip that fellow Club
members would enjoy doing next year? If so, please send a message describing your idea (or ideas) to the
Club’s email address which is: cincinnatirrclub@gmail.com It can be a new idea, or something we’ve done in
the past. Kindly submit all suggestions by the end of December.
A message will be sent to all Club members in January listing the suggested trips and asking for feedback as to
which ones each member would be interested in. We will plan the trips receiving the most “votes” of interest.
Please make your voice heard by providing suggestions in December and responding to the “survey” in January!
Thank you.
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President’s Comments
December 8, 2019
By Chris Mayhew

Greetings,
Cincinnati Railroad Club members are helping the Cincinnati Museum Center keep the door to Tower A open
to the public during Holiday Junction. I am hearing this possibly could continue beyond Holiday Junction in
some form. The short-term loan of artifacts and the enthusiastic work of our members who volunteer their time
and energy is a positive for the community to learn a little bit about railroads of then and now. This project has
involved more than 10 club members in various capacities.
Randy Krumm organized what has been reported to me as another successful and fun pizza lunch and street
car trip. Randy will continue to be the club’s cruise director for trips, so please pass along and support trip ideas
you think are a good idea for the months ahead. Please see Randy’s column in this edition of H&M.
As a reminder, January’s meeting will be the second Thursday of the month instead of the first Thursday to
avoid being so near the New Year’s holiday.
The club has been assured we will meet in Harmony Lodge in February, and is paid up to stay there through
March. My understanding is the prospective new owners who are under contract to purchase the building by
February want to maintain the lodge as a hall and continue to rent to existing renters like us. We will have to
wait until the sale closes to hear plans for the building. There are also possible opportunities presenting themselves to pursue some extra space in the lodge for club purposes. The idea of space for the club remains something the club is exploring in multiple ways with no clear answer yet. Please feel free to submit your suggestions
to the club email and/or my email. A few people already have. What do you want out of a club home? If you
have any ideas and preferences now is a good time to speak up. There will be additional communication asking
for member input coming out in January in email and H&M.
As for renting the 416-square-foot of space in Tower A that was the former CRRC library and small storage
room...there is no new news or word from the Museum Center to share yet. I have asked for a lease for the spaces and other particulars. We will stay tuned on that front and keep members informed.
As we turn our attention to 2020 and what can be, I ask that you consider if you have time, talent and energy
that you can and will bring to the club. The needs are many, but so are the opportunities. We have opportunities
for people interested in working on putting together Headlights & Markers and possible even eventually take
over for our editor Jack Clock. We are considering people to run programs to fill the shoes of Mike Weber who
has done an outstanding job. When it comes to programs, different can be good and we can look at ideas beyond
photo presentations to include discussions on railroad-related topics or clinics on topics from estate planning for
collections to using or understanding modern technology to better your railfan experience. What programs would
interest you? I would like to have people answer that question. We also may need people soon to help create,
organize and decorate a home. This is your club, each and every one of our members can, should, and do have a
say if they so desire. Please let me or other board members know what we are doing right and what we can do
better. Some of you already have. We have a great club that can become even greater.
I hope your end to 2019 is full of happiness and joy. Let us go into 2020 with hope and a willingness to
dream and grow. My personal goal for 2020 is to welcome in some new members excited to join the club.
Everyone brings something different to the table, and everyone is needed. Now, let’s have some fun.
Thank you,
Chris Mayhew
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Four Years of Change
By Randy Krumm
Having recently completed a nearly four-year stint on the Club’s Board, I thought it would be appropriate to
reflect on this segment of the CRRC’s long history. In many respects Tower A was topic #1 for the entire
period, but the attention devoted to (and required by) Tower A could easily lead one to conclude that nothing
else really happened or got accomplished by the Club. Not so! Some highlights from my perspective...
Tower A – The final “pre renovation” years were a great success for our organization: we had record attendance of over 60,000 visitors in 2015, and record revenue from our Gift Shop. The move out of Tower A was
very difficult, with the moving company devoting insufficient manpower to get the job done on a timely basis.
Club members had to take up the slack, and our warehouse space suffered as a result.
Headlight & Markers – Our monthly publication is critical to the continuation of the Club, as it’s the only
aspect of our organization that is received and enjoyed by 100% of our members. Building on decades of high
quality reporting and editing, H&M was enhanced by moving to a “digital” format that has enabled more content, higher-quality color photos and quicker delivery to our members.
Programs – Programs presented at our monthly meetings are arguably the 2nd most important aspect of the
Club, as they are enjoyed by approximately fifty (25%) of our members over the course of the year. We
continued to enjoy great programs from our own members (including some newcomers), but the roster of
presenters was expanded to include professionals from railroad journalism and photography.
Trips – For me, highlights included the Cincinnati Dinner Train, Age of Steam Roundhouse, Beech Grove,
Amtrak’s control facility in Chicago (twice!) via the Cardinal, and Hinton and the Greenbrier (also via the
Cardinal). Also, we have been able to “ride the rails” in daylight…on the Cincinnati Streetcar. Our donation
recipient, the Kentucky Steam Heritage Corporation, will likely be a future trip destination.
Warehouse Space – Moving out of Tower A left our warehouse space “jammed”, and it took many work
sessions to get it to a much improved state. As part of this effort, our collection of CUT Track Indicator Lights
and Train Departure Boards was reduced, resulting in revenue for the Club and (more importantly) most of
these items being disbursed throughout our community and beyond for others to enjoy. It is now much easier to
see what we own, and a Photo Inventory of our archive collection is nearly complete.
Books – Publication of Trainspotting, showcasing the talents of our own members as Editor and Contributors,
was the first new book from the Club in more than two decades. It has been reprinted several times, and has
sold very well at a variety of retailers throughout our region. We aggressively priced our three hardcover volumes, and sold perhaps a thousand copies of them over the 4-year period. The new Museum Center store has
been a great partner in retailing all four of our books, and we’ve had a presence at two major Train Shows every
year.
Email, Facebook, Treasury & Website – “Behind the scenes” efforts to communicate our organization’s
activities are important to not only keep our own members informed, but also to attract new members, a wider
audience for our Programs and Trips and present a “contemporary” presence to the public. Finally, nothing
happens without well tracked financial resources and Dues from our members.
Thank You to the Club Members, Board Members and Club Officers who made the above happen!
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Weber Goes Digital with his B&W Negatives
By Jack Clock

At the December 2019 meeting Mike Weber, left,
gave a presentation showing approximately 80 B&W
digitized negatives from his collection of many, many
more. The collection featured many digitized photos
of the Tri-State area, but also included photos from as
far west as Las Vegas, Nevada.

These photos generated many comments from the
audience. With the help of the group, most photos
were identified and dated. Jim Corbett, our resident
expert, was in the audience. He was able to identify
many of the photos for the group.

Mike had these negatives professionally digitized
by Robin Imaging Services on Central Parkway in
Downtown Cincinnati. This service was very expensive. Mike has many more slides to be digitized. He
might be able to do another program for us sometime.
That will be when he can save up some more coins to
pay for the services of Robin Imaging.

The picture of L&N #1404 below, stirred up much
controversy. Everyone was trying to date the photo. It
was determined that this photo was from the early
70’s. I have since questioned the direction of the train.
Is it going north or south. If it was going north was it
approaching the “Purple People Bridge”? Is it on
Saratoga Avenue or some other street in Newport?
What do you think? Can you help us?

We thank Mike for the excellent presentation. It
brought back a lot of memories for all the old timers
that were there. Maybe we can all take up a collection
for Mike to pay for additional slides to be digitized.
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Railfan’s Diary
The Canadian, Dash 2 or A Return Domestand—Part 2
Submitted By Jim Mixter
I awoke around six on Friday, and set my watch back an hour. We were entering a large town, and it was
too soon to be Edmonton. If it was Saskatoon, we had lost more time and were now about six hours late. I
turned on my scanner to hear the dispatcher trying to reach the Canadian’s train manager. Once they connected, they mentioned a situation ahead they seemed familiar with which meant we would tie up in Saskatoon for
at least four hours and let our engineers leave, to be replaced by a relief crew, with us probably not departing
until about 9AM. What situation? Well, at this point, breakfast was more important, so I headed to the dining
car for another filling repast before getting off to stretch my legs and get a few images of our train and the station. As a retired oil company employee, I was interested to encounter a bumper sticker on the bathroom wall
with a big heart and, “I Love Oil Sands.” This message would not be welcome in too many places other than
Alberta!
We finally departed Saskatoon around ten, nearly twelve hours late. I conducted a railroad trivia contest
downstairs in the nearby Skyline car, giving out several of the souvenirs I had acquired the day before. Because last year, one player had not only gotten all my questions right, but also had also found one of my answers to be incorrect, I had made this year’s contest harder. In fact, I made it too hard, and I took some grief
for the obscurity of some of the questions. Oh, well!!
About 80 miles west of Saskatoon we approached the scene of the “situation” I had first heard about on my
scanner. A single grain car had derailed in the center of a unit grain train. The good news was that the car had
remained upright. The bad news was that it was on single track. We approached the site west of Cavell
(milepost 30; CN mileposts reset to 0 at former division points); there were about a half dozen service vehicles
gathered at a grade crossing at the west end of a siding, in which a westbound freight was awaiting our passage. From that point, we rolled at 10MPH about five miles to the derailment. Most likely the derailed car had
activated a defect detector, enabling the crew to stop the train before a major derailment occurred. In the hours
while we had been held at Saskatoon before being allowed to come west, the front and rear portions of the
grain train had been moved, leaving only the derailed car, which was then pushed onto its side down a slight
embankment--evidently it is faster to reopen the railroad this way rather than re-rail the car. I watched from
the rear of Kootenay Park as we proceeded over ties which had been scored by the derailed wheels. Initially
there was little damage, but closer to where the derailed car was lying, one end of each tie was shattered, and
the tie would need replacement. Then came the grain car lying on its side, with several men and a small portable conveyer moving grain from the car to a truck.
Railroaders among us advised that the grain car would be scrapped, that derailed cars often are not worth
repairing. They also said that it had frequently been the practice to simply bury cars along the right of way rather than remove them, especially flat cars, though this was not the norm today. There is a parallel CN line in
this area, so eastbound freights had already been diverted over it, and all westbounds were being held for us.
We were now nearly 13 hours late.
Our lateness simply meant we would enter the Edmonton area during a wine tasting rather than during
breakfast. Edmonton is a large city and a major boom town so far as oil and gas are concerned. The city has a
modern skyline, and there are massive oil tanks and other signs of the petroleum industry. We had seen wellmaintained oil and gas wells near the tracks as further evidence of the prospering oil industry elsewhere in Alberta. The setting sun allowed us to enjoy a wonderful glinting off the sides of our stainless-steel conveyance
as it snaked through complex and curved trackage. I detrained briefly to use Wi-Fi in the tiny Via station on
the outskirts of town and then reboarded for a sumptuous feast including rack of lamb. Then came another bit
of evening entertainment in the Park car and then bedtime.
I awoke Saturday morning to find the Canadian leaving Jasper, at 5:15AM Mountain Time, now about 9
hours 45 minutes late; Via added 8 hours 30 minutes to the schedule some months back to try to improve timekeeping, so there is a lot of recovery time built in. I enjoyed this third dawn in the dome in the Canadian Rockies. On the Canadian, the scenery changes pretty drastically each day.
(Continued on Page 7)
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(Railfan’s Diary—Continued from Page 6)
We were following a freight, a holdover from the congestion caused by the previous day’s derailment, so
we had more time to enjoy the mountains and lost much of the time we had regained overnight. We saw the
remnants of a long-since plowed-through avalanche across the tracks; snow in this area was not fresh. In a
stretch of directional running with a parallel line, we began overtaking westbounds in a bid to regain time, but
by Valemont we were twelve hours late. For breakfast, I enjoyed “The Transcontinental,” consisting of eggs
any style, potatoes, toast or muffin, bacon or sausage, with pancakes or waffles as an alternative. Life is good
aboard the Canadian any time of day!
I spent mid-morning in the Park car, enjoying dramatic mountain scenery, including Pyramid Falls, which is
amazing enough in the summer but even more so in the winter when it is frozen solid. While we seldom saw
the front of our train as we twisted through mountainous territory, I noted we had picked up five deadhead cars
behind our engines (which I would later determine to be baggage-dorms 8623 and 8606, coach 8130, baggagedorm 8613, and coach 8106). Our train was now 26 cars; Via must have a lot of faith in its F40’s, assigning
only two of them; last year our 23-car train had three west of Winnipeg. As for the baggage-dorms, after an
accident with employee injuries some time ago, Via has their service employees sleep in a regular sleeping car
(Chateau Closse in our train) rather than in dormitory space.
My last full day on the Canadian went by all too quickly. Some of the day was in territory Lolly and I had
traveled through at night on last year’s eastbound trip. Before Kamloops, we came out of the mountains, and
the amount of snow gradually dwindled to nothing. As much CN traffic diverts onto the line to Prince Rupert
from Jasper, there is less freight southwest toward Vancouver, but the line is still a busy one. There was some
concern about our operating crew outlawing at 1PM, but we were met by a new crew at an unscheduled stop in
Vavenby, and not too much additional time was lost. I did begin to think about the logistics of my planned
overnight Vancouver and then travel home to Virginia. The Canadian was due in at 6PM. I had arranged
overnight accommodations in a hostel next to the station (but without penalty for late or even non-arrival), and
I was booked on a 5:30AM Ambus to Seattle, for my flight home, hopefully with time to have breakfast with a
cousin in Seattle. Some of this was going to change!
Entry into Kamloops was punctuated by seeing the Rocky Mountaineer’s facility outside of town. This is
the privately-run premium service on which passengers enjoy mountain scenery on a number of CN and CP
routes, with all travel during the day and nights spent in hotels. If you want to maximize scenery, you ride the
Mountaineer; if you want traditional rail passenger travel, you ride the Canadian. The schedule extension to
try to improve the Canadian’s timekeeping has had the unfortunate consequence of hitting the limit of the Via
equipment pool. This past year, one of the three weekly round trips between Toronto and Vancouver was
shortened to operate only between Edmonton and Vancouver. The remaining two departures from Toronto
seem to have slightly longer consists, including more sleepers and a Skyline dome for sleeping car passengers.
Unlike the California Zephyr, Empire Builder, and North Coast Limited, which in part competed by maximizing dome seats, the original Canadian, competing with the CN, which ran no domes, built its original Canadian
trainsets with just one dome for coach passengers and the Park-series dome observations for first class patrons.
Canadian Pacific built sixteen trainsets, though, to cover two transcontinental trains (the Canadian and the Dominion), so Via has had a large pool of equipment to use for today’s Canadian and a few other long-hauls. Today’s Canadian carries three domes in the winter and four or more in the summer (and for the Moonlighters!)
Kamloops was one last Wi-Fi opportunity, and then it was time to enjoy the Thompson River for hours of
dramatic running, with the CN on one side of the river and the CP on the other. At least once, they switch
sides of the river. The two railroads cooperate with directional running of their freights. There are tunnels,
slide fences, and lots of riding at various heights next to the river. At one point, we spotted a pair of Bald Eagles taking a break from fishing in the river. Sunset brought some great views of our entire 25-car train
stretching out before us, with yellow/orange light reflecting off our stainless steel.
Dinnertime arrived, and an unplanned but nevertheless full dinner was served; Via must stock the dining
cars with one or two extra meals’ worth of provisions in recognition of the Canadian’s chronic lateness. Our
train manager advised us that with some time recovery, our Vancouver arrival would be between 1 and 3AM.
(Continued on Page 8)
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(Railfan’s Diary—Continued from Page 7)
This was not great news, but rather than push us out into the wee hours at our destination, Via would allow
those who wished to sleep aboard to remain in bed until dawn--shades of Pullman’s tradition of “sleeping cars
will be parked for occupancy until....” After one last evening of riding the dome at night and watching the signals change, I left a wake-up call for 4:30AM and turned in for a fifth night (at no extra charge!) on the Canadian. I slept through our arrival (whenever it was) and backing in just shy of the bumper post in Vancouver.
The scheduled Seattle departure of my United flight had been set later after I booked the Ambus months
ago, and this would permit me to take the early Sunday morning Amtrak Cascades Service to Seattle, but I
hadn’t rebooked to the train, and it was sold out (imagine that!), so I had to stick with the bus. The highway
ride to Seattle and flight home to Dulles were a bit of a come-down after four days (and five nights) of travel
in Budd’s finest, but I did enjoy breakfast in Seattle with my cousin, her daughter, and her granddaughter.
And several months ago I received Bill Schafer’s notification of next year’s trip, and I have booked eastbound
passage in the Canadian’s Car 211 (the “eleven-car”) with the Moonlighters in March, 2020; I hope to make
this an annual pilgrimage as long as this North American treasure continues to run.

Meals served on linen , as they should be.

Ties damaged by derailed grain car.

Traditional grain elevator in the Canadian plains.
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(Railfan’s Diary...Continued from Page 8)

Rockies view from the dome.

The bar under the dome in
Kootenay Park.

26-car consist snakes
along in the Thompson
River Valley.

(Continued on Page 10)
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(Railfan’s Diary—Continued from Page 9)

Clean glass in the dome
permits a “puddle shot”.

A pair of Bald Eagles taking a
break from fishing.

A dramatic dusk before our
fourth and final sunset.
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(Railfan’s Diary—Continued from Page 10)

Moonlighters riding in
style and up high.

A last session of watching signals
changing before bedtime.

Another great ride on Via Rail
Canada. Can’t wait to do it
again next year.
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52nd Annual Cincinnati Model Train and Trade Show
Submited By Pam Simpson Moleski
It’s train show season and another Cincinnati Model Train and Trade Show has come and gone. The annual
show hosted by Cincinnati Division 7 MCR NMRA on October 12th & October 13th once again attracted thousands of attendees. With over a dozen operating model railroads and 200+ tables of dealers and displays, there
really is something for everyone at the show. Despite the beautiful weather on Saturday, there was a large
crowd waiting for the doors to open (it was almost an hour before I could see the doors again) and we had a
steady stream of attendees most of the day. Sunday’s crowd did not disappoint either. You could definitely
feel the excitement in the crowd both days. Modelers shared the joy of model railroading with the young and
old, the experienced and the novice.
CRRC was well-represented at the show with many members participating as volunteers, exhibitors, dealers, or attendees. Charlie, Dennis, and company had some great bargains available for purchase at the CRRC
tables. I think they did a pretty good job clearing out some excess inventory. Chris Mayhew’s boys were
thrilled to get some throttle time thanks to the guys at the Cincinnati Northern layout. I saw a few other young
attendees invited behind the barriers to get an up-close look at the inner workings of a layout. Thanks to the
guys at Queen City N-gineers and the Queen City HiRailers for making those kids’ days. Maybe we’ll see
them at a CRRC meeting in a few years?
All in all, it was another successful (and exhausting) train show weekend. I was so busy this year that I didn’t take many photos, but I did find a few to share here:

Cincinnati Railroad Club display tables.

Other vendor tables.
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(52nd Annual Cincinnati Model Train and Trade Show, Continued from Page 12)

Some of the operating layouts.
Lunch Bunch and Equipment at Shenandoah, WV, between Harpers Ferry and Martinsburg.

Malcolm and Louis Mayhew manning the throttles of the Cincinnati Northern layout.
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Trans-Maumee Rail Trip Report
By Dave Michaels
The following is provided for your enlightenment, enjoyment and edification.
Thanks to the gang over at Cincinnati Railway Company, an extremely rare daylight rail trip through the seldom
visited “Trans-Maumee” region of Ohio was made possible recently. The so-called “Trans-Maumee” is the area
comprised of all of two and parts of four counties in the extreme northwest corner of the Buckeye state. There is no
access to this area from other parts of Ohio without crossing the mighty Maumee River. The only other way to get
there requires one to travel through Indiana or Michigan. I never actually thought about this before; and they sure
don’t teach you this stuff in school.
CRRC member Steve Frey and I departed Cincinnati at “0-dark-30” whilst washing down hard-boiled eggs with
steaming hot coffee as we burned up I-75. We hit Leipsic, Ohio shortly before dawn and rolled out of Steve’s truck
into the exhilarating 34 degree temperature at a grade crossing that had been designated as the loading point. The
place was deserted. As the clock wore on, the crowd started thickening and at about 8am a distant headlight appeared. This apparition soon resolved into the front end of Clinchfield 800, a F3a built in 1948, and resplendent in
its as-delivered gray and yellow livery.
Soon, boarding commenced. Steve and I were holding tickets for coach RPCX4802, but were told not to enter
that car. Instead we were ordered onto the 89 year-old Nickel Plate 90, a 72 seat, heavy-weight day coach, with
over-stuffed walkover seats. We settled in and soon spotted a celebrity taking a seat across the aisle. It was the well
-regarded railroad authority, historian and author Otto P. Dobnick of Waukesha, Wisconsin. Otto regaled the other
nearby passengers with exploits of his decades of rail travel and work in the rail passenger industry. Before we
knew it, the train was in motion.
Moments after starting, we crossed the Nickel Plate main-line at grade and entered the somewhat rural portion
of the trip. The line is mostly 25 mph, with several slow-orders. We got hold of a copy of the DOB and were forewarned about these. The next main point of interest was Hamler, Ohio where the DT&I crosses the B&O mainline
at grade with an interchange track. North of Hamler, site of one of the very few curves on this line, the terrain flattened out somewhat.
Next up was Malinta and the legendary “Malinta Cut-off” built in the 1920’s during the Ford years. The
original line ran on a circuitous route generally west and north of the present line, a description of which is beyond
the scope of this report. So, for the last roughly 50 miles of the trip we trundled over the “new” cut-off. Soon we
came upon and crossed the wide Maumee River and entered the so-called “Trans-Maumee” region of Ohio. At this
point we dug into our CRC provided box lunches (very good) for a late breakfast.
To say that the Trans-Maumee region is topographically unremarkable would be an understatement. It is flat as a
pool table. However, it does have the man-made Delta Hill. It is 10 miles long, about 50 feet wide at the base and
30 feet high. It is a long fill designed to get the track level above the NYC main-line using an extremely gentle
grade. It is in fact quite impressive. The point where the NYC is crossed is Delta, Ohio home of the expansive
North Star Steel. From here, still more tangent track until Fulton, Ohio where the sharpest (and only) curve in the
Trans-Maumee bears off to the right. From there on it is straight track to Diann, Michigan and the end of the I&O
operated portion of the line … and our trip. At this point the crew got off the Clinchfield 800 and trekked to the
NKP901 which would be pulling the return trip.
It was at this point that Steve investigated the RPCX4802 to find out why we couldn’t ride that car. It turns out
that a couple of seats had some supposedly worn out upholstery. This was no problem for us, so we relocated to
that car with about 10 other riders and spread out. The highlight of the return trip was watching an approaching NS
stack train as we crossed above it. At this point we dug out some Lance cheese crackers and hard-boiled eggs for a
late lunch. We washed them down with cokes and bourbon purchased in the Queen City Tavern (snack bar car).
We pulled into Leipsic at about 5pm and the riders disembarked onto the streets exchanging farewells. It seemed
like everybody had a pretty good time and there were no fights that we saw. We hopped into Steve’s truck and beat
it over to Deshler on back roads to catch a few trains until the light failed. We then angled over to I-75 and we were
home by 10:30pm wrapping up a 20-hour day.
(Continued on page 15)
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(Trans-Maumee Rail Trip Report, Continued from Page 14)

Clinchfield 800, an F3a
built in 1948.

CRRC member Steve
Frey was Dave Michaels
accomplice on this trip.

The NKP901 pulling the
train on the return trip.
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January 2020 Meeting
The next regular meeting of the Cincinnati Railroad Club will be held on Thursday January 9 at 7:30 pm at
Harmony Lodge, 646 E. Epworth Ave, Winton Place. The evening’s program will be Chesapeake Ohio &
Southwestern Railroad presented by Charles Bogart.

(Trans-Maumee Rail Trip, Cont. from Page 15)

AC44CW #166 approaches on B&O main line east bound at Deshler, Ohio.
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